
How our clients are
saving up to 60%
with on-demand

resource
augmentation
With location strategies built for

the new world



Reduced Overheads

By leveraging alternative solutions to the
office, institutions can lower their overheads
dramatically. Leveraging independent
contractors spread across the Americas
can prove more cost-effecitve than using
local contractors in major cities such as
New York, Toronto, San Francisco etc. 

Enhanced Innovation

Moving beyond traditional banking
centers into flexible resource models
provides business with a wider skill pool.
By leveraging a wider range of
specialised individuals, financial
institutions benefit from improved
security, speed and growth potential.

Teams no longer have to
be in the same room to
work well together



However, they do need
to work in the same
timezone

Work Performance

When urgent issues occur, it’s essential
your team works in your timezone,
making many offshore alternatives
difficult to maintain. Communication
avenues can become disrupted if teams
aren't in sync. 

DevOps

Working with people in the same
timezone is essential when building out
DevOps environments and agile
methodologies, an important part of
creating a stronger, more robust
financial institution.



CPQi provide
highly specialized

on-demand
resources in your

timezone, at a
heavily reduced

cost 



New York
Based

Resource
$1000/day.

CPQi Resource
in Same

Timezone
$300/day

As An Example



How it works
With CPQi’s On-Demand services, and highly
specialised skill set, we’re able to provide our
clients with the best individuals in the Americas
at an up to 60% reduction on flexible resources.
Our offices are split across North and South
America, making us one of the few digital
transformation and financial technology
partners with a genuinely strong presence
across South America. 



Skill Shortages 
One problem many financial institutions face is a small skill pool for certain jobs.

For example, finding a highly skilled developer in New York with extensive
experience in similar businesses to your own can create a highly competitive

environment, leading to increased costs as businesses pitch against each other
for the same person.

 
By opening your business up to a cross-region environment, our clients can draw

from a wider skill pool, ensuring they’re provided with the best team for the job.
From developers to analysts, our employees are all financial institution focused,

and provide a wide range of skills.



Speed & Security
Having worked as highly skilled specialists in
financial markets for over a decade, we
understand what’s required to adhere to security
and policy requirements. When entering into
contracts with our clients, we take on the risk of
security and governance and adhere to their
policies, ensuring they don’t suffer later down the
line.

Rather than waiting for lengthy contract and
workflow processes, CPQi are able to come up to
speed and start running with projects within an
exceptionally fast period. Our On-Demand
services ensure our clients get the work they need
done, when they need it done.



Opportunity for Growth



Digital Transformation
DevOps, Cloud and Channels built at a 60% reduced cost. 

By leveraging split-site flexible resource
augmentation, our clients have additional
resources to innovate. Where a budget
might have originally only provided enough
resources for standard operating costs,
with CPQi, our clients are able to leverage
their standard budget to ensure standard
operations and transform their systems.



Banking for
the future

Our teams build DevOps
environments into financial
institutions

Migrate platforms onto the
cloud ensuring robustness
and scalability

And develop strong
omnichannel strategies
and systems 



Rather than using a range of different providers, our clients benefit from a single solution,
ensuring reduced risk and higher accountability. We work with many of the world’s top
financial institutions and have done so for 14 years. By providing cost-effective, highly
skilled, disruptive technology services, we’ve helped our clients weather storms and build
during winters. Our client list includes many household names in banking, and we would
like the opportunity to work with you and identify potential spaces for cost reduction and
innovation. 

One Solution
With a Proven Track Record
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